Name:

Sizzy
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Across
3. Simon was on a mission to kill a rogue ____ but
Izzy had to save him.
5. Izzy and Simon get into a fight inside a ______
shop
8. Simon used his vamp blood to cure Izzy when she
was injured by a demon in this place.
9. Izzy likes to take these from Simon, and wear them
to bed.
11. “Why do you tell me you love me only when you're
drunk or ______?'
12. 'And you, Simon Lewis, couldnt be a ____. Not if
you tried.'
13. Izzy gets drunk to confess her feelings to Simon,
but sees this person in penguin boxers instead. First
and last name.
16. Isabelle tells Simon about the Shadow world with
this person after Simon looses his memory. First and
last name.
17. Simon and Izzy were doing this when Simon told
Izzy he first loved her.
18. Simon asks Izzy if he should change his status
here. Izzy has no idea what this is.
20. Favorite bedtime story for Izzy, as told by Simon.
21. Announces to everyone when they are here that
Izzy had kissed Simon before. And it wasnt that bad.
23. Sizzy's first kiss was here (happened off screen in
CoB)
26. Izzy does not know that DTR stands for _____,
and Simon adores that about her.
31. Simon dated this person at the same time as he
dated Izzy.
32. Simon and Izzy had 'alone time' in this couples
place before he ascended. Ship name.
36. The first letter Simon wrote Izzy came back with
this on the outside.
37. “You’re a _______, Isabelle Lightwood,” he said. “I
remember that much, at least.”
38. Izzy was the ____ person to say goodbye to
Simon when he went to the Academy.
40. Izzy was cooking this the first time she met
Simon.
41. 'as long as I remember what it was like to love
you, I'll always feel like I'm ____.”
42. Izzy gives this to Simon to keep him safe from
demons. 2 words.
43. Izzy tells Simon about her parents when they are
in the ______

Down
1. Izzy tells Simon he is really _____ for staying in jail
to protect the Lightwoods (CoG)
2. Izzy was at Simon's bedside when he woke up after
being attacked by these.
4. Izzy dated him before Simon.
6. Simon tells Izzy he is not her _____ the first time
she comes to the academy.
7. Izzy is filled with ____ when Simon tells on her for
summoning a demon.
10. Everytime Simon looked at Izzy like a ___ it was
like someone pressing a hot iron to her flesh. Said by
Clary.
13. Izzy flirts with this person at the Academy, Simon
gets jealous. First and last name.
14. Izzy would only let Simon console her after this
person's death. First and last name.
15. Tells Simon that Izzy will walk all over him in high
heeled boots. First name.
19. Always walks in on Simon and Izzy
20. Simon impressed Izzy when he shot out a ______
in CoB
22. Simon and Izzy finally have a perfect date on the
shores of _____
24. This person surprises Simon by bringing Izzy with
for a date.
25. Izzy was suppose to be getting ready for this when
she saved Simon from Faerieland
27. Simon's alter ego with Izzy
28. When Izzy went to the Academy the first time she
was suppose to teach the students about this.
29. Izzy was with Simon when he turned into this.
30. 'I love you. I love you without the _____. I love you
right now.'
33. Izzy says that this family name has a sexy ring to
it.
34. '______ the vampire while he's too weak to fight
back, Iz? Jace asked.
35. At Veselka, '“I’m not his ____,” said Isabelle. “I’m
his girlfriend.'
39. Simon screwed up _____ dates over summer
vacation with Izzy

